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Through this Cookie Policy, it is intended to inform the user about the type of cookies 

that are set on devices used to access this website, for what purposes are used and 

how to disable them. 

At any time, we can modify any content included in this Cookie Policy, so we 

recommend the user to periodically review it in order to be duly informed of the 

changes made.  

What are cookies? 
Cookies are small text files that websites save to your computer or other devices 

used to visit websites. They are designed to store and provide information to 

websitesówners about the browsing of its users (connection time, page operation...). 

This information help to improve the offered service, allow certain technical functions, 

carry out statistical studies and, sometimes, offer targeted advertising regarding the 

preferences of the user. 

What cookies do we use and for what purpose? 
We use the following cookies: 

Essential cookies These cookies are essential for the user to allow 
to navigate through the website and use its 
options or services, such as controlling traffic and 
data communication, identify the session, use 
security elements during browsing or share 
content over social networks.

Functionality cookies These cookies allow websites to remember 
choices the user makes and provide enhanced 
customization features in certain services. For 
example, these cookies can be used to 
remember changes the user makes to language, 
text size, fonts and other parts of web pages.
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How can manage or refuse cookies? 

User can allow, block or deactivate cookies installed on computers or other devices 

by changing browser settings. Most internet browsers automatically accept by 

default cookies. 

Some cookies are used to improve the usability or functionality of websites and 

apps, therefore, if the user chooses not to accept cookies, some features of the 

services may not work properly, or their quality can be affected.  

We offer the user some links with the instructions to delete, enable and manage 

cookies, depending on the browser you use: 

• Google Chrome 

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 

• Mozilla Firefox 

• Safari (Apple)

Performance cookies These cookies collect information about how 
visitors use websites, such as which websites or 
services they are linked, monitoring and 
analysing the behavior of users. Information 
collected by this type of cookies is used for the 
measurement of the activity of the website, app 
or platform in order to introduce improvements 
based on the analysis of the data that the users 
make. 
This website uses Google Analytics, a Google´s 
tool that helps website and app owners to 
understand how their visitors engage with their 
properties. 

Avertising cookies These cookies are used to deliver advertisements 
more relevant to users. 
This website uses DoubleClick to target 
advertising based on what’s relevant to a user, to 
improve reporting on campaign performance, 
and to avoid showing ads the user has already 
seen. Depending on the publisher’s and user’s 
settings, information associated with cookies 
used in advertising may be added to the user’s 
Google Account.
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https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=es
https://support.microsoft.com/es-es/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-manage-cookies
https://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/habilitar-y-deshabilitar-cookies-sitios-web-rastrear-preferencias
https://support.apple.com/es-es/HT201265

